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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the deformation of a severely 
strained elastic material which contains a notch.  The 
material response is approximated by a class of stress- 
strain relations which were first introduced by Varley 
and Cumberbatch.  For these model materials the 
governing equations can be integrated in closed form 
and the deformation in the vicinity of a notch can 
be discussed in detail.  Special emphasis is given 
to the Neuber notch as well as to elliplical and 
wedge-shaped notches.  It was found that, in large 
strain theory, the wedge-shaped notch deforms into 
a wedge-shaped notch. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
The general purpose of this study is to examine the 
results obtained by Varley and Cumberbatch   to analyze 
plane strain deformation of finitely strained plates 
which contain a notch.  Only deformations produced in 
isotropic materials when subjected to loads far from 
the notch are considered.  To avoid cumbersome algebra, 
the governing relations are formulated in terms of 
complex variables. 
Principal stretches A» and \~  are expanded in 
terms of stress invariants T and A.  The applied loads 
are such that A is small.  As T -+■ 0 the expansions for 
Xn and A2 are required to agree with linear theory. 
To an approximation, the principal stretches (AwXo)/ 
when the material is harmonic, are of the form 
X±   = L(T) - (2y)"1T2  and  X2 = L(T) - (2y)~1T1. 
The function L(T) is experimentally determined through 
uniaxial tension and compression tests. 
For rubber-like materials the experimental data 
curve obtained for L may be expressed by the power 
law relation 
o 
over the limited domain that describes the .dominant 
response of the material.  The stress-strain relation 
obtained is then used in the governing equations to 
provide eight equations for the eight unknowns (x,,x2, 
iK ,iK) and (T1 ,T~ ,<$> ,w) .  A solution to the governing 
relations is sought subject to conditions 
ty = 0 for X on r 
where T is the notch configuration, and 
In.   ~iw.~vj.Ig    «i*. \\) i> •2-Tcr e~ °°X + -sf-S„ e^^X     as      |X|   -*■ °°, 
Once a solution is found, Eulerian coordinates (x,,x,) 
for deformed notch configuration y  are parametrically 
determined. 
In the appendices, special cases where T  is 
a wedged-shape notch, an elliplical notch, and a 
Neuber notch are examined.  The finite strain defor- 
mation of each notch configuration is determined and 
compared to its initial undeformed configuration. 
II.  KINEMATICS OF DEFORMATION 
To describe deformations, we must define the 
position in space a generic particle occupies.  Let 
(x,,x2,x_) represent the Eulerian coordinates, of a 
generic particle P and let (X,,X2,X-j) represent the 
Lagrangian coordinates of the same generic particle 
in a given Cartesian coordinate system.  Deformations 
may be expressed by equations of the form 
xx = x1(X1/X2/X3), x2 = x2(X1,X2,X3), and 
The equations in (2.1) describe a wide class of general 
deformations.  This study will consider deformations 
of the form 
xl = xi(xi'x2)' x2 = X2(X1'X2*' and 
x3 = A3(X1'X2)X3 (2,2) 
which describe plane stress and plane strain deforma- 
tions.  Notice that the equations in (2.2) imply 
that any material surface parallel to coordinate 3- 
axis Before deformation remains parallel to 3-axis 
after deformation. 
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In an infinitesimal neighborhood of a particle, 
plane strain deformations may be approximated by the 
two-dimensional deformation gradient, 
D = 
8xl 
Sxl 
8x, 
Sx2 
3x2 8x2 
SX2 
where each entry of the matrix is evaluated at the 
Lagrangian coordinate of the particle.  The deforma- 
tion gradient provides a linear approximation to the 
given deformation and merits further study. 
Let d be defined by the matrix equation 
2     T d = D D . 
2 . Notice that d  is a symmetric matrix.  If we require 
d also to be symmetric, then 
d2 = d dT = D DT. (2.3) 
»*«W  V* 
Let d = D c, where c is some appropriate matrix, 
then equation (2.3) becomes 
d dT = D c cT DT = D DT. (2.4) 
T From equation (1.4) we conclude that c c  =1 where 
I is the two-dimensional identity matrix.  Thus c is 
6 
an orthogonal matrix and 
D = d cT, (2.5) 
as shown by Fritz John in [2]. 
Non-singular matrix (D) has been polar decomposed 
into the product of a symmetric matrix (d) and an 
T 
orthogonal matrix (c ).  Let w(X,,X~) be the local 
rotation angle, i.e. the angle between the principal 
2 
axis of d  and the image of that axis in the undeformed 
state.  The angle 3 = l/2(<j>-aj) is the angle formed 
by the principal axis and the given coordinate axis 
2   2 (see Figure 2) .  Letting A-, , A„  be the eigenvalues 
2 T 
of d with corresponding eigenvectors [cos$,sin33 / 
T [-sinB/Cosft] , we may write 
(cosg -sin3\ /A-,  0\/ cos3 sin3 
I        (2.6) 
sin3 cos3/ \0  A2/\-sin3 cos3/ 
and, 
COSID ■   sinco 
-sina)     cosco 
(2.7) 
If equations (2.6) and (2.7) are substituted into 
equation (2.5), and after peforming the matrix multi- 
plication and making the appropriate simplifications, 
we obtain 
2 
principal axis of d 
S = 2-(4> + oi) image of principal 
axis in undeformed 
state 
Figure 2.  The local rotation in an infini- 
tesimal neighborhood of a generic 
particle. 
■i / cosw  -sinco 
2 =   2<VA2> \ sxnco     cosw 
i / cos<j>     sin(J> 
\ sm<{)  -coscj) 
The column vectors of c are the direction vectors 
of the axes of principal stretch where (A,,^) are the 
principal stretches. 
III.  EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS 
Fundamentally this study is concerned with plane 
strain and plane stress deformations of thin plates 
of elastic material; that is, materials whose thickness 
is negligible when compared to their laterial dimen- 
sions.  This study uses Piola stress, which is force 
per unit undeformed area.  The stress at a particle 
may be described by the Piola stress matrix 
Tll  T12  T13 
T = 1 T21  T22  T23 | , (3.1) 
^
T31  T32  T33 
where each entry is a function of the Lagrangian 
coordinates of the particle. 
Plane stress deformations occur when T 0 = T_,  = a3    3a 
0 for a = 1,2,3.  For such deformation the stress at 
a particle may be described by the two-dimensional 
Piola stress matrix 
T    T 
T = i 11  12 j f (3>2) 
T21  T22 
where each entry is now a function of (X, ,X2) •  Gener- 
alized stress deformations will be discussed later in 
this study. 
10 
Plane strain deformation are described by equa- 
tions (2.2) where X_(X1,X9) =1.  No material displace- 
ment occurs in the 3-axis direction.  If the material 
is isotropic, then components 
T _ = T~  =0 for a = 1,2 
a3    3a 
in stress matrix (3.1).  The stress component (T...,) 
may be determined from the remaining nonzero stress 
components by equilibrium conditions.  Thus, for 
plane strain deformations we only work with the com- 
ponents of stress matrix (3.2). 
Varley and Cumberbatch   state that the components 
of the Piola stress matrix (3.2) must satisfy the 
equilibrium equations 
3T11   9T12 8T12   9T22 
for plane strain and plane stress deformations. These 
equilibrium conditions imply the existence of a vector 
function, 
if = (iP]/^ ' 
where IJJ, and i|/2 are functions of the Lagrangian 
coordinates and are defined by the matrix equation 
11 
Tll  T12 
T    T 21   22; 
V 
3^, 
IX, 
3*3 
ax. 
3X, 
3*3 
3X, 
■ 
The vector function i|i is known as the Airy potential. 
For many elastic deformation problems the Airy poten- 
tial is mathematically easier to manipulate than 
the stress components. 
In isotropic materials, the axes of principle 
stretch coincides with the axes of principle stress 
for a given particle.  Letting T, (X,,X~) and T2(X1,X2) 
represent the principle stresses, then by a develop- 
ment identical to that of the previous section 
T = 
I 
3*3 
ax; 
a*, 
"aX 
2<T1-T2> 
= |(T1+T2) 
coso)  —sxnoj 
sinw  cosoi 
(3.4) 
If the dependence of (T,,T~)   on (A ,A ) is known, 
then (3.4) and (2.8) provide eight partial differential 
12 
equations for the eight unknowns (x,,x_,\K ,^„) and 
^1' ^2'W/C^ " 
13 
IV.  COMPLEX FORMULATION 
The governing equations (3.4) and (2.8) may be 
expressed quite elegantly in complex notation.  The 
position of a generic particle in the complex plane 
is determined by a single complex number.  Thus, the 
Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinates of a particle 
may be represented by the complex variables x and X, 
respectively, where 
x = x,+ix„ and X = X,+iX„. 
-»■ 
The vector function ^ may be represented by the 
complex function i/> where 
ip = ^+1^2- (4.1) 
The complex conjungate of the complex number x, denoted 
x, having x, and x? as its real and imaginary compon- 
ents is written 
X = X-.-1X- 
Notice that if A is an analytic function of X; then A(X) 
is not equivalent to A(X) . 
We define two partial differential operators as 
follows 
(
 
}
x 
=
 k<hq + i§x2")  and  (  >x = I(lx7 " 4x^-   (4'2) 
14 
Assuming z = u+iv and z— = 0, implies 
W^ ~  "5x^" and "5x^ ~  8xJ' 
which are the. Cauchy-Riemann relationships.  Therefore 
z = A(X), 
where A(X) is an analytic function of the complex 
variable X.  Likewise z  = 0 implies 
Z = B(X) , 
where B(X) is an analytic function of X. 
In the complex plane, a two-dimensional deforma- 
tion may be expressed by the single complex equation 
x = x1+ix2, (4.3) 
where x, = x1(X1,X2) and x2 = x2(X, ,X2) 
dimensional deformation equations.  Applying the 
complex partial differential operators in (4.2) to 
equations (4.1) and (4.3) and recalling matrix equations 
(2.8) and (3.4) we have 
xx = |(X1+X2)elw   ,   xx = TUl"X2)ei(,)     (4*4) 
and 
*X = ^V-^1" ,        % = r^-T^e1*"    (4-5) 
the governing equations in complex form. 
15 
To illustrate the convenience of the complex 
notation, lets examine the pure shear deformation 
xx = X1+kX2   ,   x2 = X2  . (4.6) 
The equations of (4.6) describe a pure homogeneous 
deformation and can be rewritten in complex.form as 
x = jU-i k)X + ji k X . 
So, we may write 
XX = 7(1~ik) = J  /l+k2 exa , where a = Arc tan(-k) 
and 
x- = iik = |ke17r  . " (4.7) 
Comparing equations (4.7) to equations (4.4) we conclude 
that 
X1  = k + /l+k2  and  X2 = k- /l+k2 . 
The axes of principal stretch intersect the reference 
coordinate 1-axis at angles of 
2-(ir-a) and TT-J a , 
corresponding to the directions in which the material 
is stretched most and least. 
16 
Consider a thin plate of material illustrated 
in Figure 3.  The faces of the plate are free of 
external stress and the lateral edges are acted upon, 
in the plane of the plate, by a uniformly distributed 
load.  By Saint-Venant's Principle, the stresses 
applied on an edge element may be replaced by a stati--—.^ 
cally equivalent stress set which lies in the plane 
of the plate and whose application point is the geometric 
center of the element. 
We suspect that the deformation is symmetric 
about the X3 = 0 plane and stress and displacement 
variations through the thickness of the plate are 
small.  The mean stresses and mean displacements through 
the thickness of the plate provide a reasonable 
approximation to the actual values.  Therefore, 
(T _,)    = (T-, )    =0 for a = 1,2, 
a3'avg   v 3cravg ' 
4 J, '*: Where (*>avg = ST _h   (*> dX3- NoW' (T33>avg is 
not zero, but T73 is zero on the faces of the plate, 
8T 33 By equilibrium conditions, -^— is also zero on the 
faces of the plate.  Thus T33 is extremely small 
throughout the plate and (T33) is approximately 
17 
2h 
Figure 3.  The plate load is uniformly distributed 
on the edge and acts in the plane of 
the plate.  The resultant external 
stresses acting on an edge element are 
statically equivalent to some set of 
stresses whose application point is the 
center of the element, as shown above. 
18 
zero.  We assume that (T-,-,)    is zero throughout 
JJ avg 
the plate. 
The above plate is in a state of generalized 
plane stress.  Since the deformation is symmetric 
about the plane X3 = 0, the mean displacement in the 
3-axis direction, through the plate thickness, is 
zero.  To an adequate approximation, the mean stresses 
and displacement of the three-dimensional thin plate 
satisfy the conditions of a plane strain deformation. 
Consider arc AB of undeformed material in Figure 
4.  The arc AB is described by parametric equations 
Xl = Yi<s)   and  x2 = Y2(S) 
where S is the distance measured from particle A 
along the arc.  These equations may be represented 
by the single equation , 
Y(S) = X1+iX2 = Y1(S)+iY2(S) , 
in a complex plane.  The positive side of arc AB 
is defined as the right side when traversing the 
arc in the direction of increasing S.  The outward 
unit normal N drawn on the positive side of arc AB 
has components 
CN^S) ,N2(S)) = (dY2/dS/-dY1/dS) . 
19 
-v   
dY2  dYl 
N=
 
(d^'"ds-) 
Figure 4. Arc AB of undeformed material with 
positive outward drawn normal N. 
Particle A has coordinates (YjCO), 
Y2(0)) and particle B has coordinates 
(Y-L(L) ,Y2 (L)) , where L is the overall 
length of arc AB. 
20 
Let (P-, ,P2) denote the resultant stresses 
acting on a line element of arc which has length 
dS.  We may write 
di/>2 
pi = <TnNi+Ti2N2) = a§-  and 
d^ 
P2 = (T21N1+T22N2) ="5s-, 
or 
P  - iP  = - §1 Fl    *2 dS * 
The moment per unit initial length of arc AB about 
3-axis acting on an infinitesimal line element whose 
Eulerian coordinates are (x,,X2)   is 
M =  x1P2-x2P1  =   -Re [X  gj-] . 
21 
V.  STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS 
Thin isotropic plates are only considered in 
this study.  The governing equations (2.8) and (3.4) 
provide eight partial differential equations for ten 
unknowns (x-^,^, ip, , i/>2) and (.A,, ^2,T1 'T2 ' w' ^ *  If the 
dependence of (.A, r\ )   on (T,,T2) is known, then these 
relations substituted back into the governing equations 
provide eight equations for eight unknowns.  A solution 
is sought subject to realistic boundary conditions. 
In any isothermal plane deformation,the principal 
stresses (T,,T2) are derivable from the principal 
stretches (A-wA2).  Therefore, the principal stress, 
T,, is determined through a relation of the form 
T1 = HCA1,A2) 
and since the material is isotropic, T2 is determined 
through a relation of the form 
Tp = H ( Ap , A-, ) . 
For perfectly elastic materials, the principal 
stresses are derivable from Helmholtz free energy 
function, W, where W is a function of the components 
of the deformation gradient matrix.  Assuming two 
deformations differing by a rigid-body rotation have 
22 
identical Helmholtz free energy functions, then W 
depends only on the principal stretches (A-,,A2) .  Notice 
that W is symmetric in A, and A2»  The material function 
H is determined from W by the condition 
H(A1,A2) = gjq" * 
In isothermal plane stress and plane strain 
deformations the principal stretches (A-, ,A~) are 
assumed derivable from principal stresses (T,,T2) by 
relations of the form 
Al = G(T1'T2) and X2  = G{T2,T1). 
A major difficulty in finite elasticity is the 
determination of the specific forms of material func- 
tions G and H.  To find a single equation that describes 
the response of a material for all elastic deformation 
is formidable.  In many non-linear deformations, the 
form of the material functions are understood and it 
is necessary only to find approximations over a limited 
domain that describe the dominant response of the 
material. 
A thin semi-infinite plate with boundary contour 
r is under uniform finite loading at infinity, where 
contour r is a specified notch configuration.  No 
external stresses are applied to r, therefore material 
23 
elements near or on T are in a state of simple tension 
or compression.  The finite load at infinity is assumed 
small and material elements far from T  are iinearly 
elastic (Hookean). Nonlinear effects are only important 
near or on T. 
Introduce two stress invariants, T and A, defined 
by relations 
T = T,+T2    and    A = T,T2. 
Notice that A is small over the entire plate, while T 
may not be.  Assume.that material function G is deter- 
mined from a potential function, call it P, just as 
the material function H is determined from potential 
function W.  Then the principal stretches may be 
described by relations of the form 
_ 8p  _ 3P      8P    ,     . 
A1-"5TY""5T2"5£~ G(TlfT2) 
and 
x  _ 9P  _ 3P      9P _  ,     . 
2 ~ "ST^" ~ "5T   Tl "TO ~ G^T2'T1) * 
This motivates the following expansions, in powers 
of A, 
X1   =    [L(T) +AL1(T) +0(A?)] +T2[Q(T) + AQ1 (T) +D(A2)](5.1) 
and 
A2 + [L(T) +AL1(T) +0(A2)] +T1tQ(T) +AQ1(T) + 0 (A2) ].(5 . 2) 
24 
T 
Figure 5. Material elements near boundary 
contour T are in a state of simple 
tension or compression.  Elements 
far from the boundary are Hookean. 
25 
First approximations to the principal stretches (A-,,X2) 
are 
X1  =  L(T) +T2 Q(T)  and  A2 = L (T) + T± Q (T) .   (5.3) 
If T << 1, equations (5.3) must satisfy classical linear 
theory, therefore 
L(T) +E-1T + 1   and  Q(T) ■* -(2y)-1 as T -»■ 0, 
where E is Young's modulus and y is the shear modulus. 
If a state of simple tension or compression exists, 
then A=0 and equations (5.3) reduce to 
X±  = L(T)   and A2 - X±  = TQ (T) . (5.4) 
Functions L and Q can be determined experimentally 
through simple tension or compression tests.  Mathe- 
matical relations can be found that curve fit  the 
observed data.  It may be impossible to find a single 
mathematical relation to fit the entire data curve, 
but over a restricted domain describing the dominant 
response, the data curve may be fitted. 
26 
VI.  HARMONIC MATERIALS 
It is convenient to perform a change of variables 
on the potential function W(A,, A2) by means of 
Legrende Transform .  The relation 
dW(Xl'X2) = 3T^dXl + 8lJdA2 
can be rewritten for perfectly elastic materials as 
d W (Xlf X2) = ^d^ + T2 d X2 . 
Introduce a new potential function, E, such that 
E(T1#T2) = A1T1 + A2T2 - WfA-^A^ 
Notice immediately that we can write 
(6.1 
,  _ 9E     ,  ,  _ dE 
Al ~ 9T^ and  A2 " BTj " 
Expanding E in powers of A results in 
(6.2) 
E(T,A) = EQ(T) + AE1(T) + A^E2(T) + . . .  ,  (6.3) 
Substituting expansion. (6.3) in to equations (6.2) 
results in the followi-ng expressions for the principal 
stretches (A-,,A2), 
Al = [EQ(T) + AE^CT) + ...] +T2[E1(T) + 2AE2(T) + ...] (6.4) 
and 
A. [E^(T)-+ AE-j_(T) + . . .] +T1[E1(T)  + 2AE2 (T) + 
27 
..]- (6.5) 
Comparing expansions (6.4) and (6.5) to expansions 
(5.1) and (5.2) and equating coefficients' of like 
powers in A shows that 
E*(T) EL(T), Ej(T) H L^T), ... 
and 
E1(T) = Q(T), 2E2(T) = Q(T), ... . - 
If A-, and A2 are derivable from potential function 
E and as T+0 satisfies linear theory, then the material 
is harmonic.  This implies that 
E1(.T) = constant = -(2y)"1 and En(T) = 0 
when n >_2,   for harmonic materials.  The potential 
function E then has the following form 
E = Eo-(2y)~1T1T2. 
Expansions (6.4) and (6.5) provide the following 
expression for A, and A2 when the material is harmonic, 
A]_ = L(T)-(2y)-1T2  and  A2 = L(T) - (2y) ~1T1-  (6.6) 
Note immediately that equations (6.6) shows that 
^1~^2        -1 
T ,T   = "(2p)  • (6.7) 
x2  1 
To show how the governing equations simplify for 
28 
harmonic materials, it is useful to rewrite them as 
follows 
xx = a^x   (6.8)   ,   ^ = |Te1(°    (6.9) 
and 
xv=3V^   (6.10)  ,   ^=i-Sel4>    (6.11) 
where 
a
 
=
 T^T^ ' 
6
 = T^rf ' and s = T2~Ti • 
Equation (6.7) shows that 3 = -(2y)  .  Equation (6.10) 
can be rewritten as 
[x+ (2y)_1 ij,]-=r 0, 
implying that 
x+ (2y) 1i|) = A(X) , (6.12) 
where A(X) is an analytic function of X.  Differentiating 
(6.12) with respect to X results in 
xx+ (2y)_1 \1>X  = A' (X) . (6.13) 
Rewrite (6.13) with xv replaced by the expression 
obtained in (6.8), so 
[a+ (2y)_1]^x = A' (X) . (6.14) 
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Replacing ty    with expression (6.9) results in 
j[a +  C2y)"1]Telw = A' (X) . (6.15) 
Assume \1>V  and ty—  are bounded and known at infinity, 
then equations (6.9) and (6.11) with equation (6.14) 
are used to calculate \p.     Once ^ has been calculated 
then equations (6.8) and (6.10) are used to calculate x. 
The contour T  is free of external stress, therefore 
i/; = 0 for particles on r.  Equation (6.12) shows that 
x = A(X) for X on T, (6.16) 
where x is on y,   the deformed boundary contour.  Relation 
(6.16) describes a bijective mapping of r onto y. 
Remember that mapping function A is an analytic function 
of X. 
If A is a known function, then local rotation 
angle GO is determined through equation (6.15).  Letting 
A = A, + i A„ , then (6.15) shows 
, 3A,       3A2 
T[CX+(2IJ)      ]    [COSOJ + i sinoj] =   (-jjx"-+ ax-) 
3A-, 3A1 
+l(3X^ ~   8X2") ' 
obtaining 
tanoj     = 
3A2 
ax1 
3Ai 3A2 
3XX 3X2 
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The local rotation angle, w, is a solution to Laplace's 
equation, and thus, a harmonic function of (X,,X2) . 
This property of GO is characteristic to all harmonic 
materials. 
If A-^ and A2 are given by equations (6.6), then 
a = 2T-1 L(T) - (2y)_1 
and equation (6.15) reduces to 
L(T)elw = A'(X). (6.17) 
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X 
VII.  LAB^E STRAIN THEORY 
Equations (6.6) describe the stress-strain rela- 
tions for harmonic materials.  For a simple tension or 
compression test, the principal stresses and principal 
stretches are expected to have the following form 
lTlfT2) = (T,0) and (A-^A^ = (L(T),M(T)), 
where M(T) = L(T) - (2y)  T.  If a test material is 
axially extended it is reasonable to expect some lateral 
contraction and if the test material is axially com- 
pressed it is reasonable to expect some lateral expan- 
sion.  This is mathematically represented by 
dA9 
dxfl°- 
If T > 0, we obtain the following restrictions on L(T), 
L(T) > (2TI)_1T  and  || < (2y)_1. 
There are many forms of the function L(T). for 
which equations (6.15) may be integrated.  Consider 
a power law relation for L of the form 
1 
L(T) = (| ) k-1 , where 2 <_ k < 3. 
o 
It is useful to rewrite the power law as 
T=ToL
k
-
1
. t7*1* 
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This is the form appropriate for many rubber-like 
materials.  It is usually impossible to curve fit the 
entire data curve using this relation, but it can be 
made to fit over a finite domain.  For values of T 
outside this domain the above restrictions on L(T) 
may be violated. 
Substituting equation (7.1) into equation (6.9) 
results in 
.  _ 1m Tk-1  iw m   o\ 
^X ~ 2"ToL    e \ {7'2) 
Taking the complex conjugate on both sides of equation 
(6.17) we may write , 
-10) L(T)e       = A'(X)    . (7.3) 
So,   equation   (.7.2)   may be   rewritten  as 
[A' CX)V»]X =  JT0L^   . (7.4) 
Multiplying equation   (7.3)    arid    equation   (6.7)   results 
in 
L(T)   =    [A'(X)A'(X)]*   , 
and equation   (7.4)   becomes 
1 
[A^On^x  =  |TQ [A' (X)A' (X)]2   . 
Letting B' (X) = [A' (X)]k'2  the above equation provides 
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2/k [B'(xr/J>]x  =   jToB' (X)BTTXT   - (7.5) 
Integrating   (7.5)   with respect  to  complex variable  X 
results  in 
[B^lX) ] 2/k if,    =   i-TQB' (X) [B(X)  +CTX)"]    , (7.6) 
where C(X) is an analytic function of X. 
If X is on r, then IJJ(X) = 0, from equation (7.6)   
we conclude 
B(X) +C(X) = 0 for X on T. (7.7) 
Since (T, ,T~ ,w,(J>) are assumed constant and known at 
infinity it follows from the governing equations that 
IP-X.1T   eiwcoX + i-S   eic(>»X  as   |x|   -*«, (7-8) 
2        CO 2        °o . '        ' 
where ( ) indicates the limiting value the variable 
takes at infinity. Thus, from equation (7.6) we must 
have . 
B  ^ B  X     and     C^CX     aslxl+oo, (7.9) 
where B  and C  are complex constants.  Equation (7.6) 
,/' 
predicts 
e 
\b ^\T    B   1~2//k[B  X + C  X]      as      Ixl   ->■  °°, 2      O      °° oooo I       • 
and comparing this with (7.8) results in two equations 
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T  eiwco  =     T B1"2/^     and S  e1^ = T B1"2^     . \ oo O00 °° °° O    °° °° 
The unknown constants B and C  are solved for in terms 
oo co 
of the known constants (T ,S ,d> ,00 ) . 
* oo'  oo' ~co '  oo' 
Conditions (7.7) and (7.9) are unaltered by 
variable changes associated with conformal transforma- 
tions which map the undeformed material onto a half- 
plane of the £-plane.  Thus, 
B(5) + C(£) = 0 for ? on fi, : (7.10) 
where T  is mapped onto fi and 
B^Bro£  and C^C^ as |£| +  ». (7.11) 
The classical solution to conditions (7.10) and (7.11) 
is 
BU) = B E  and C(U  = < 
-B g  when fl:£„ = 0 
B £ when fl:£, = 0 
CD ^1 
(7.12) 
Recall that (6.16) determines deformed contour y. 
Differentiate (6.16) with respect to X along boundary 
contour r obtaining 
xx = A'(X) =  B'(X) 2/k along T. 
Rewritten in terms of complex variable £, we obtain 
dA    dB  '  dv   ^/k 
oT = (dT)  W     along "' 
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remembering that g-g- = yCg-?— - igT"7-) •  Tne first 
dB 
relation in (7.12) implies that -£>  = B  and setting Q.C, CO 
2/k Loo = Boo   results in the following expression 
dA  ■_  ,dx. 1-2/k   ,    n 
d|" = Lco (df)     along u' 
Integrating with respect to £, along ft results in the 
following parametric equation for x on y, 
mt
   /dX ^1"2/k Ac (7.13) x(t) = A(X(t)) =  LQ + Xm j      (S|_)      d£. 
0 
a complex integration constant.  Notice that when k=2, 
equation (7.13) reduces to 
x(t) = LQ + Awt, 
which is the parametric equation of a horizontal, or 
vertical, straight line in the complex plane.  The 
special case when k = 2 describes a severe but finite 
deformation for the particles on T.     It should be 
observed that equation (7.13) gives y  to within a 
rigid-body translation, since the integration constant 
LQ is arbitrary. 
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J 
Once the conformal transformation is specified 
for a given notch configuration we may apply equation 
(7.13) to determine the shape of the deformed contour 
y.  In general, the integral in (7.13) may not be 
integrated in terms of elementary functions and must 
be evaluated numerically. 
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VIII.  LINEAR THEORY 
In classical linear theory displacements and 
stresses are assumed infinitesimal.  The deformation 
equation is written in the form 
x = X + u 
\ 
where u is the displacement.  The principal stretches 
A, and A2 are of the form 
A, = 1 + e-,  and  A2 = 1 + e2 
where e-, and e2 are small quantities.  The local 
rotation angle w is also assumed infinitesimal, so 
e  - 1 + xo). 
The governing equations (4.4) and (4.5) become 
ux = jCe.-L + e2) ■+ ito  , (8.1) 
UX = J(el"e2)el<<)   ' (8'2) 
^X = l(Tl + T2}      ' (8'3) 
% = !(T2 -Ti)ei<f> (8'4) 
and 
for linear theory.  The stress-strain relations are 
written as 
el + e2   1      -1     el ~ e2       -1 
*  =  ~(M + A) X and J _ J  = -<2p) \     (8.5) 
Tl + T2   2 T2 ~ T 
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^here JJ and A are Lame's constants. The governing 
equations can be rewritten, using relations (8.5), 
as 
ux-jCy-A)~  ^x = iu (8.6) 
and 
ux+ (2y)"1^x- =   0. (8.7) 
Equation (8.7) implies 
-1 u + (2y) "^  = A(X) (8.8) 
where A(X) is an analytic function of X.  Since ^ = 0 
on r, then 
u = A(X) for X on r. (8.9) 
Differentiating equation (8.6) with respect to X 
esults in 
[jCy + X)_1+ (2y) 1]ipx = A' (X) -iu (8.10) 
after substituting the results of (8.6).  Integrating 
equation (8.10) with respect to X results in 
-1 -1. [jt\i + \)       + C2y)     ]\i> = A(X) -icoXH-BOO 
where B(X) is an analytic function of X.  Since ty  = 0 
on Tf we conclude that 
A(X) - iuX + B(X) = 0 for X on r 
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The linear form of condition (7.8) may be expressed 
as 
^i^X + ^S^e1^ as |X| -»■«». 
As in the previous section, we impose the restrictions 
A(X)^ A X  and B(X)^ B X  as  |x| ■+/*.. 
As before, perform a variable change by means of a 
conformal transformation obtaining the following 
solutions for A and B in the £-plane 
v 
(A^ + iw)? when Q:%1  = 0 
■ A(£) = A E and BU) = < (8.11) 
(A^ + Iio) £ when ft:£2 = 0 
The unknown constant A is solved for in terms of the 
known constants (T00,SB,I|IO(),WM). 
Differentiating (8.9) with respect to X along T 
results in 
ux = A'(X) , 
which  can be  rewritten (in ^terms of   £  as 
^ 
,dA, 
u£ =   ^dT5   = A(X>    along fi* 
Therefore, 
u(£)   = A„+Am£   for  £  on  Q, 00 
where A is an arbitrary complex integration constant. 
If the conformal transformation is given as. £ = F(X), 
then 
'u(X) = A0+AroF(X) for X on T. 
So, the displacements for particles on the notch are 
known and y  may be found using the expression x = X + u, 
J 
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APPENDIX I 
Wedge-Shaped Notch 
Consider a thin plate with a wedge-shaped notch 
of depth £. ^ The material is subjected to uniaxial 
tension at infinity with the tension axis normal to the 
coordinate 2-axis.  We may take 
T =T ,S =-T ,d> =0  and  oj =0 (A.l) 
OOOOOOCO'TOO oo ' 
where T^ is the applied force measured per unit unde- 
formed area.  From condition (7.8) 
* ^ |T^ X - |TM X  as  |x|+~, (A.2) 
which implies 
T^ l/(l-k) 
oo    "oo        X|J 
O 
Notice that L is real. 00 
To determine the shape of deformed contour y we 
must know -pr along ft in the transformed plane. The 
transformation that maps the plate material onto the 
upper half of the £-plane is given by'' 
^  ^O . 
where a is the measure of the angle formed by the wedge 
and the coordinate 1-axis.  The contour ft is expressed 
46 
by ?2 = ®'   an<^ thus 
dX   .   1  >a/fr   ,    n 
dT = {K  2_K  2}    alon9 n• 
1   o 
The parametric equation for x on y  becomes 
° 
51 _5o 
Differentiating this equation with respect to E  we 
obtain 
E   2 dx  _ _ ,  *1  ,a/ir(l-2/k) 
OTT ~ L~V 2 , 2) 
1   o .,.. 
which implies 
ar
^%)=^(^)ar^(?l0-^1-|){arg^l^o)+ar9^1+^} 
A wedge-shaped notch in the undeformed state forming 
an angle of measure a with coordinate 1-axis is also 
a wedge-shaped notch in the deformed state, but forms 
an angle of measure a' with coordinate 1-axis, where 
a' = a(l-|). 
Let A be the semi-width of the undeformed wedge 
and determined by 
i 
A = Re [ j 
5o-    Cn      / 
(
  2 „ 2)        d?l 0
 h-*o 
TT/2 II 
= Lcosal   tan ' ucosudu=^F(a), 
47 
where F(a) = £H££ r(a+ljr(l--) .  The deformed wedge 
/if   ^  2    U ■ 
has semi-width a given by 
a = Re[L„ / °(_4i-7)»/'(1-2/,0d51l = 5oL„P(a(l-|)). 
2 The angle measure cid-*-) and semi-width a completely 
determine the shape of the deformed wedge when a and 
£ are known for the uhdeformed wedge. 
Consider two wedge-shaped notched materials having 
material constants 
k = 2.28   and  k = 2.41, 
ir 
respectively.  If a= ^ radians, E  = 1, and LOT = 1.5 
in both materials, then 
a' % < 
.0409TT radians  for k = 2.28 
.0567-n" radians  for k = 2.41 
and 
a 'v. < 
1.892 for k = 2.28 
1.845 for k = 2.41 
To compare the shapes of undeformed and deformed wedges 
the deformed material is rigid-body translated so that 
the stress-free edge coincides with the coordinate 
l^axis, as shown in Figure 9. 
48 
Figure 8.  The undeformed wedge-shaped notch. 
^ O 
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©. 
1.84 
1.892 
TT 
a = — 
3 
Leo = 1.5 
Figure 9.  Deformed wedge-shaped notches, 
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APPENDIX II 
Elliplical Notch 
Consider a thin plate with a elliplical notch 
of semi-width A and depth B.(see Figure 10).  As in 
Appendix I, the material is subjected to uniaxial 
tension at infinity with the tension axis normal 
to the coordinate 2-axis.  Therefore (A.l), (A.2), 
and (A.3) must hold for elliplical notches. 
The conformal transformation 
1 
X = i[(l-m)5+ (1+m) (52-£o2)2'], 
B-A 
where £  = A+B and m = —, maps the plate material 
onto the upper half of the £-plane.  Notice that for 
m = 0  the notch is a semi-circle, and for m = 1 
the notch is a slit. 
ft is given by £5 = °' so that 
dX   1      1 1 
JT = ~-(l-m) + -~-(l+m) —^ 7T  1  along ft. 
The parametric equation for x on y  becomes 
t 1 2       %i 
x(t) = Lo + Lo<) J     [|(l-m) + |(l+m)(  21  2)2]1~2/kdgl- 
In general, the integral above cannot be solved readily 
in terms of elementary functions and must be numerically 
51 
determined.  For the special case when m = 1, 
the problem reduces to that of a wedge-shaped notch 
with a = ~- radians. 
Consider two elliplically notched materials 
having material constant 
k = 2.28   and  k = 2.41, 
respectxvely, and xn both materials A = ■=•/ B = 1, 
and L =1.5.  The deformed notches are shown in 00 
Figure 11, where the deformed material is rigid-body 
translated so that the stress-free  edge coincides 
with the coordinate 1-axis. 
52 
Figure 10.  The undeformed elliplical notch. 
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m = .5 
Loo = 1.5 
Figure 11.  Deformed elliplical notches. 
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APPENDIX III 
Neuber Notch 
Consider a thin plate with Neuber notch of 
depth D which is asymptotic to .the coordinate 2-axis 
(see Figure 12).  The material is subjected to 
uniaxial tension at infinity with tension axis normal 
to the coordinate 1-axis.  We may take 
T =T ,S =T ,d>=0    and   OJ =0 
00    CO    00    00  ' CO 
where T^ is the applied force per unit undeformed area, 
Condition (6.8) becomes 
ib ^i-T X + -^T X  as  |X| 
which implies 
2/k T     l/(l-k) 
L
ro =  
Boo =   <T~) 
o 
The conformal transformation 
D 
X
 " 
?
 
+
 I+|7d '■ 
where d = D-/2pD and p. is the radius of curvature of 
the notch tip in the undeformed state, maps the plate 
material onto the right half of the £-plane.  The 
special case whenp= 0, implies d = D. 
Contour 0,  is given by ^, = 0, so that 
55 
AY D       2 ~ |*=l-H(i + i^j    along  fl. 
The parametric equation for x on Y becomes 
t 
x(t) =L0 + iLro j     [F(C2)+iG(?2)]1~2/kd?2/ 
Dd(d2-?22) 2Dd2£_ 
where F9(?9) = 1 = =—^ and G(50) = —= ^—r 2 (d2-522)2 ^    (d2+C22)2 
The radius of curvature at the deformed notch tip, 
call it p', is 
.00 
p' = • -—  ,,*> (i°,2 <i-vk> 2D   vk-2' V d' 
Consider two Neuber notched materials having material 
constant 
k = 2.28   and   k = 2.41, 
respectively, and in both materials D = 1, d = 1.0001, 
and L^ = 1.5.  The deformed notches are shown in 
Figure 13, where the deformed material is rigid-body 
translated so that the stress-free edge is asymptotic 
to the coordinate 2-axis. 
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Figure 12.  The undeformed Neuber notch. 
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D= 1 
d = 1.0001 
Loo =1.5 
Figure 13.  Deformed Neuber notches 
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